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Nature and Nurture is an animated short film about a mother wolf raising her newborn
cub through its first year of life. Humanity has started to develop near their home and we see
how that affects their ecosystem and existence from the perspective of the wolves. It is fiction
based on historical facts of grey wolf populations in the American Midwest from the 1960’s
onward. Being a predator species, they have been viewed as the villain in the folklore of many
different civilizations and have been considered a pest for the damages to livestock and farmland
that they can cause through their presence. The human response to wolves has been “kill on
sight,” to the point of near extinction due to their negative publicity. By telling a story from the
perspective of the wolves and especially through the eyes of a mother caring for her child we can
empathize with their plight more readily than as the monsters they are portrayed as. Wolves hold
an important place in an ecosystem by balancing out the overpopulation of deer and rodents that
can decimate vegetation and erode landscape due to their consumption of resources. There are
many ways wolves can be kept separate from livestock without the use of violence that will
benefit both our world and theirs.
In the film, the pup grows up alongside its mother as they bond over food and play
together through the forest they call home. As time goes on, the presence of humanity becomes
more apparent: starting with logging operations and the clearing of an area for development, the
hunting and trapping of deer and small game that would be a food source for them; finally, a
collision of worlds at the climax of the film, presenting the emotional toll and thought process of
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the mother through her actions and silent gestures. The film concludes with a symbol of hope,
and a statement representing the current state of the grey wolf populations today.
Introduction:
The purpose of this project is fourfold:  To show the quality of animation I can achieve, to
manage a production team, to present the importance of conservation efforts, and to tell a story
of motherhood.
Obviously, the objective of a master’s thesis film is to present your best work in a format
that exemplifies your skills as an animator, but this fact was more of a driving force than it
typically would be for a thesis film. I wanted to present my skills and understanding of
quadrupedal motion throughout the entirety of my short. My intention is to focus my work on
creature, animal, and monster animation throughout my career as a way to establish my brand as
an animator. Thus I knew the topic of the film had to work with that intention. Deciding on
which quadrupedal creature to build the story around had to fulfill a few characteristics. The
species had to have ties to conservation efforts, an innate motherly instinct, and ties to folklore
and general cultural belief. The American Grey Wolf fit the bill perfectly.
From a young age, an appreciation of nature was instilled in me through years spent
camping with family, hiking with friends, and time with the boy scouts. During this time, I saw
changes occur to areas and trails I used to visit being developed for commercial use that
disturbed much of the natural beauty that filled my youth. strip malls and re-allocation of natural
resources tore down some of my childhood memories in real-time, only to become abandoned
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buildings just a decade later. I spent time researching the history and impact that wolf
populations have on an ecosystem. Obviously, without many natural predators in an area, prey
animals like deer and rabbits can devastate the plant life through over-consumption.
Environments without stable plant life and decay can cause landslides, disturb growth cycles,
and over time kill the biodiversity of an ecosystem. Predators such as wolves help regulate prey
populations and keep the cycle stable. The history of the American Grey Wolf has had its ups
and downs over the years as they have bounced in and out of environmental protections. Until
the 1970’s, wolves were regularly hunted in America for sport, pelts, and to protect livestock
investments. They have been thought of as a pest, and by the 1960’s their numbers had dwindled
to under 300 in the entire continental United States. They were placed on the newly created
endangered species list and received major attention from environmental agencies in an attempt
to assist their population growth. Only a few years ago, the American Grey Wolf was removed
from the endangered species list as the population grew to over four thousand. Unfortunately this
removed government protections for them, and this year alone wolf hunts  in the upper midwest
have started up again. Luckily, they have been halted by local municipalities. If left unchecked,
they would return to the same state they were prior to the endangered species protections. The
American Red Wolf population in the southern half of the United States has dwindled to under
200 individuals, and they are suffering the same fate as their cousins in the north. By presenting a
humanising story of  the wolves' lives, I hope to bring attention and emotion to their struggles
against human expansion into their territory. We only have one livable planet, and the need for
humanity to maintain  what we have is of the utmost importance for not only the survival of the
species that live here, but for ourselves as well.
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The relationship between a mother and child is universal across cultural lines. Humans
not being the only species that exhibit a positive emotional connection with their children allows
us to explore this relationship through the eyes of other creatures, while keeping the experience
relatable. As a transwoman, I have a unique relationship with the concept and reality of
motherhood. An aspect of what society defines as distinctly feminine is kept out of reach to me
as a reality of nature. Further separating myself from the culturally defined borders for what
makes someone as a “woman.” A distinctly false assertion, but one that has permeated the
historical context of “Womanhood.” The desire to become a mother has been a part of who I am
for as long as I can remember, driving certain aspects of my approach to life that have defined
me as a person. Being separated from that reality by forces outside of my control - no matter how
hard I strive or sacrifice for - was something that I needed to represent in a film. To present the
emotional struggle that exists within me, and express that pain through a story of a mother losing
her child. The idea that something innately natural within myself and others can be stolen from
us by forces distinctly alien to our reality, even if they are representative of nature itself.
Humanity as an allegory for a greater force than an individual could overcome. I knew my film
had to tackle this topic from the day I started my master’s degree journey as solace for my
struggle against nature.
Although this film was deeply personal, I wanted this piece to be a collaborative effort.
My desire to display skill with personnel  management was important for my career, as it is a
trait not everyone can learn or hone, and I wanted to demonstrate my capabilities as a project
lead. From the start, the project was built around the idea of a team of specialists that would all
be directed by me. I would have a hand in each department and work on every element of the
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film, but I would also have team members sectioned off in these departments to tackle much of
the grunt work: Animation, Backgrounds, Audio, and Production. I would act as lead for each of
these groups and delegate out work as I saw fit for my production pipeline. By structuring my
pipeline around this mentality, I would be able to produce more content than I would have on my
own, and with higher quality. This thesis production could be used as an example to prove my
capabilities as a project manager to future potential employers. Overall, I believe I achieved what
I had set out to do with this film.
Kickstarter and proposal:
Assembling a team and acquiring funding for this project was integral to the success of
the film. Without it, one of my four goals would have failed from the get-go. So in May of 2020,
I set out on a mission over the summer to have all my “ducks in a row,” and hit the ground
running come the start of the fall semester.
As part of my proposal,  an in-depth analysis and assessment of the cost of production
was necessary. My initial calculations put the cost of production at $7,500.00: made up of
licensing of TVPaint, payments for team members, and funding for asset acquisition.  Initially, I
knew of two options I had to get the funding for the film, but only one of which was guaranteed.
I brought an assistant producer onto my team, Jarrod Thomas, in order to have an individual I
could bounce ideas off of and the angle at which to approach  each problem that would arise.
After some back and forth, we had decided on creating a Kickstarter campaign for the film with
the backup plan for funding being through a large student loan. With that  goal in mind, we went
about posting job listings around creative groups we were both connected to, and compiled a list
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of candidates we would need to get the kickstarter rolling. From May until July of 2020, we
conducted a series of interviews to hire an assistant animator, a colorist, a background artist, and
the audio team. Together with voice acting work from the talented Jonah Scott, we launched the
kickstarter at the start of July in hopes of collecting the $12,000 I would need to complete the
film. The price hike from the initial $7,500 assessment was due to the costs associated with a
kickstarter. Reward production and the commission that kickstarter takes from successful
projects built up to the additional $4,500 asking price.  I produced an example scene for the
kickstarter, a simple animation of how characters would look and move based on designs my
colorist and I bounced back and forth on.
Figure 1. Turn around reference sheet of Characters
This coupled with a statement we had Jonah read about the film and its goals made up our
kickstarter video. There were plans to have a development blog that the campaign supporters
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could interact with, as well as posters and pins of the characters to give as rewards.  Using social
media connections, as well as friends and family, we tried to spread the word about the
Kickstarter. Unfortunately, once August rolled around and the kickstarter had ended, we had only
reached 39% of our funding goal and thus had to rely on funding through a student loan. August
brought on more interviews of candidates for an additional background artist; and with that, our
team (at that time) was assembled.
For funding of this film, I had to resort to taking out a student loan with enough money to
pay for the film, as well as enough to live off of for the year. In total, I had to expend $9,750
instead of the initial $7,500 I had originally calculated  because of unforeseen firings and hirings
that happened throughout the process of production.
Leading into the fall semester, the team started meeting regularly to discuss the project
production structure and workflow we would use. We set up a Discord server for the project,
itself, along with a folder structure on a shared Google drive so that files could be shared with
team members from a distance due to the pandemic. Our team was made up of both international
and out-of-state individuals from: Brazil, Portugal, Indiana, Georgia, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania and California. The “ always online, work from home” structure we established
worked well during the pandemic. With proper workflow, there was minimal interruption to the
typical assignment with a local team. The regularity of meetings on a bi-weekly basis would act




Pre-Production for the film truly began in May of 2020 when I had hired Jarrod, getting
the ball rolling on multiple threads of my pipeline. As each new member was brought onto the
team, they would be onboarded onto their appropriate group on Discord, and allowed access to
our production drive on Google. Step one was designing the characters and determining the art
style we would work within to fit the story concept I had developed through the spring 2020
semester.
A major issue with making the film in the year 2020 and into 2021 was the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. Especially with a multi-member team, meeting and handing off the work
in person was out of the question. So we had to develop a production pipeline conducive to the
conditions we were forced to work within. As I had mentioned in the previous section, Google
drive and Discord became an integral part of our pipeline. To compensate and keep track of files,
a spreadsheet listing each shot of the film kept track of the progress on shots as they would be
passed through a series of folders on the drive pending approval. The production pipeline would
proceed as such: After storyboards were created and critiqued by the team I would proceed with
keyframing the animation for the characters. My file would then be placed in the drive to be
handed off to my assistant animator for in-betweening. Upon finishing their work, they would
pass it back to me to correct any mistakes that would have been made before passing it onto the
colorist to do cleanup and color. The colorist would submit the file back onto the Google drive,
where I would check their work and mark off the file status as done. Once all the shots were set
to the “done” status, they would be brought into After Effects, precomposed over the
backgrounds, then aligned in the timeline. VFX would be created and applied where necessary
for the film and the video file would be exported into Premiere Pro, where the audio track would
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be inlaid with the video for the final export. Throughout this process, I would pick up files that
were at different statuses and move them forward based on a priority scale. Each shot would be
evaluated based on a High/Medium/Low scale of priority that would allow team members to
know which things needed to be done first on the to-do list. As items would clear off of the
priority list, their level of importance would update accordingly. This was organized so that if the
worst were to happen, the film would at least make sense if we could not get to every planned
shot. The same system would be applied to the backgrounds, in order to keep track and tie them
to their respective animations. The backgrounds would be built on sketches from the storyboards
to maintain a consistent perspective for the animation so the subsequent combining of animation
and background would match. With this pipeline, sketches of the background with proper
perspective became the highest priority to complete, as many shots could not move forward
without an accurate background reference. Hence, many of the files worked on at the start were
background sketches that would then swiftly be animated. In hindsight, this pipeline was
effective, but ended up causing bottlenecks in production.
The start of the fall semester brought the start of storyboarding for the film. During the
Kickstarter campaign, the team had come up with a “proto-storyboard” that would act as an
example for how future storyboards would be created; fairly accurate sketches that would be the
basis for future background perspective. In July, I focused on finalizing the designs for the
characters, so that I could accurately plan what shots should look like. We knew we wanted to
keep nature and humanity distinct from one another to help push that “ separate worlds” element.
So the team decided on having nature be more geometric in its design as it emphasized the
simplicity and serenity of nature. Humanity would be depicted as fanciful and distinct from the
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natural beauty around it. It worked on an aesthetic level to convey the storybook feeling we were
going for.
Figure 2. Scene 1 Design example
As storyboards were agreed upon, I would hand the sketches off to my background team
to work on. Through the process of storyboarding, we decided on a few select shots that would
have difficult-to-animate camera movements. One of the key shots in the film has the camera
rotating 180 degrees while the mother character turns 180 degrees in the opposite direction. To
assist with the animation, we utilized Autodesk Maya and a stand-in representation of the
character. By rotating the character and camera in the proper orientation, we created a reference
video for not only the animation of the shot, but the background as well. Additionally, we placed
a checkerboard pattern over shapes that would represent the ground elements and background.
With this, we could accurately reconstruct the background shape and elements we would need to
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pull off the rotation in space.  The sketches we produced would have any perspective issues
corrected and worked through as they would form the basis for the animation that we would
place overtop.
Figure 3. reference footage generated in Maya
Pulling from the influence of wolves in folklore and fables, I was driven to lean towards a
storybook aesthetic for the film. Through my proposal process, One of the major design
influences for my project was the aesthetic developed by the studio, Cartoon Saloon",
specifically Song of the Sea. The films of Cartoon Saloon pull from the folklore of different
cultures and present those stories in a unique light. They lean heavily on a storybook aesthetic
and painted backgrounds, with hard-lined, geometrically-driven characters to help sell that warm,
bedtime story feeling. Song of the Sea is a tale of a cultural clash between the mythical and the
human, through the lens of heritage. The concept presented is that where you come from does
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not define who you want to be. It’s a powerful and inspirational message that is appreciated in a
general audience film. My tale of the split between nature and humanity could hit some of the
emotional depth that Song of the Sea taps into by being influenced by its art style. It may be
surprising to some that the other source of creative influence for my film came from Genndy
Tartakovsky's television series, Primal. The heavy color variance, thick geometric lines and
harsh background designs of the series seemed to fit perfectly with how I wanted to depict my
story. The artistic direction of the series really makes the characters pop on screen in a way that I
wanted to replicate. I believe the team achieved the goal of meshing these two style influences
with starkly contrasting subject matter.
Figure 4. Image from
“Song of the Sea” by
Cartoon Saloon
Figure 5. Image from “
Genndy Tartakovsky's
Primal” by Adult Swim
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The breakdown of design principles was a vital step in the production process that needed
to be addressed early, if it was going to permeate the project and follow along properly. I met
with my background artists as well as my colorist to discuss everything from color palette
breakdowns, to shape choice and line thickness in order to keep everything consistent.  We spent
a few hours comparing colors from Song of the Sea and how they tied the feeling of specific
seasons to color. We determined that all organic (living) elements would have drawn textures,
while inorganic elements would have patterns overlaid onto the flat colors.
Figure 6. Organic material texturing
Figure 7. Inorganic material texturing
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Having the film be animated was critical to the production of the film. From the
beginning, I felt that animation would better serve the messaging on my thesis than live-action
filmmaking, by respecting the separation of humanity and nature. If we were to go out to a
conservation center and film the wolves there, it would have been a team of humans interrupting
the lives of wolves for our own benefit; the exact issue we were trying to call awareness to with
the film. It would have been counterproductive and hypocritical to go about this story in that
manner. However, we did use reference footage taken of wild wolves, domesticated wolves and
canines to understand their movement and timing in order to try to replicate it as best we could.
Even though we were purposefully disconnecting the characters from their real-life
counterparts, we wanted the wolves to still sound and feel realistic in their environments. Audio
is how we would tie both worlds together. We knew we wanted authentic wolf and nature
sounds, so we planned recording sessions based on our known storyline. The progression of the
film starts in the spring and travels through the seasons with varying degrees of humanity
present. To compensate for this, the audio team was going to do a series of ambient forest
recordings, four times throughout the year, and at distances closer or further to roads and people.
Those who have been in the deep woods away from humanity will know there is a distinct and
knowable silence to the world that only exists there. The true sound of nature is unique, and we
needed to make sure that it was present in the film to emphasize the perspective of the wolves.
This sound base would also allow us to separate the “unnatural” quality of humanity as it appears
more and more in the film. The characters also needed to sound authentic in order to fit with the
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ambient audio. With a bit of research, we were able to get a hold of audio that was recorded at a
wolf conservation center that houses four rescued Grey Wolves. It was composed of two hours of
their interactions with each other and a wide array of emotions. Scrubbing through the two hours
of audio would have proven to be a challenge to find the right pitch, emotion, tone, and timing
from the wolf recordings. To compensate for this, the team decided that before the project could
be finished we would need to have voice actors come into a recording session, and perform the
proper pitch, tone, and timing. The audio team would take those clips and wrap the wolf sounds
over the voice actor’s work by blending the two together through audio mixing. This would
allow us to hit the right timing and emotions while having as close to an authentic sound to our
characters and their interactions as possible.
Production
The production had many ups and downs over the months that led to issue after issue, and
resolution after resolution. Technical problems, workload covering, firings and hirings, along
with a few political events that had the team nervous. With our game plan and the programs we
needed, the team was able to hit its targets despite these obstacles.
Looking at production as a whole, it would make the most sense to present each event in
chronological order in a month-by-month breakdown. This way, it is easier to follow the context
of real world events and how they affected my production with greater effect than discussing
each one without the timing element. For this section, each month will get its own paragraph and
be broken down into each of its events as they had occurred.
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August was the real start to production as a whole. The beginning of the month was filled
with scrambling to secure funding and get the team together. The failure of the Kickstarter meant
that the student loan would have to be the means by which the film would be funded, and I didn’t
have much time to properly prepare my application for it. Following the proper channels, I
successfully submitted for the amount I needed, but it made for a stressful first week of the
month. Leaning into my workload, I started putting together storyboard sketches so that I could
get references for my background team as soon as possible. I was assisted in this process by
Angele Camille Lumbreras, one of my background artists, who voiced a desire to get some more
storyboard-examples in their portfolio
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Figure 8. Storyboards from film
Obviously, I still needed to approve of their look and flow with the storyline, and I made
corrections where needed. Angela and Red(who prefers to have their real name anonymous), my
other background artist, started cranking out the background sketches I would need before I
could start animating in the right perspective. As an initial test of the pipeline, things were
working smoothly. Paige Lincecum, my assistant animator, basically was only a consultant that
month, as she didn’t have any sort of workload until I had started animating. During our
meetings, we reviewed the storyboards I made and the work Angela and Red were doing. This
was when the team agreed to building an animatic that could be adjusted throughout the
production to keep consistent timing for the audio team. Knowing that the school’s Animatic
Day would be coming up in October, I agreed with my advisor, Jonathan Seligson, that I would
have a functional animatic to share with my thesis committee by that time, on the 8th. The month
of August didn’t have a ton of progress made but it started the ball rolling
September brought a few challenges to the table that were not expected. For starters, my
colorist, Cacuu( who’s real name will remain anonymous), decided that they no longer could
participate in the project due to some personal life issues that arose due to COVID
complications. Luckily at the time, I was not relying on them for any work, but it still meant
another hiring process I would need to go through to get a new colorist involved. I decided with
Jarod that we wouldn’t need to go through that process again until the Christmas break came
around, because the work wouldn’t be needed until late January to early February in the pipeline.
By the second week of the month, we had the storyboards in a favorable place to be assembled
into an animatic. I created an After Effects composition to hold all of the elements together and
give a basic timing for the project, and for each shot. This file would end up being the spine of
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the pipeline, and was hosted locally on my PC. This rough timing would be used when a shot
would be brought over into TVPaint to test timing for a shot later in production.  The finished
shots would then be placed back into the After Effects composition which, in a sense, would
self-assemble as parts were completed. Towards the end of September, I spent my time trying to
get the animatic done before the October 8th deadline, while I also started reviewing the
background sketches my team was working on.
Production in October started off strong, but the momentum somewhat fell apart towards
the end of the month. After fiddling with the animatic and discussing with my team, I finished up
before the deadline but chose not to submit the film for screening at Animatic Day. Instead, I
relied on my team for critique before handing it over to my advisor and the committee.  I
received a few critiques about the animatic and shifted elements of my film around, accordingly.
Priority statuses were changed on parts of the film based on feedback I had received about the
flow of the film and about its length. The original animatic clocked in at almost 10 minutes in
length, and would require more work than the time we had to complete it.  It was decided that I
needed to cut things back and cut down on the length of the film. I was able to shave off a minute
of the total runtime by cleaning up timing of some shots, and dropping other shots that were
unnecessary to the story. I then reoriented my team towards shots of the film that I knew were
going to be guaranteed, no matter what future cuts may be made to the overall length of the film,
based on workload or achievability. The unfortunate timing of the thesis production in 2020 was
that it was also the year of a presidential election cycle,  which always brings a certain level of
stress and anxiety about the future. Towards the end of October, many of the team had their
attention turned towards the looming election. It was incredibly distracting for not only myself,
but the other US based members of the team as well. Effectively, this crippled my team’s ability
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to complete any work for the last week and a half of October, and the first week of November.
The election results would later cause further issues with my production pipeline, but in the
meantime, things seemed stable enough.
November was when animation work actively began. Keyframing began on high-priority
shots that had proper backgrounds to work with, or on shots that had little to no backgrounds of
consequence. Even with the two-and-a-half-week hiatus with no progress, the team was still
ahead of my planned schedule; mainly because we had started working on the film ahead of my
planned start time. However, the election hiccup did eat away at that head start that we had
accrued back in August, and had a significant effect on one of my team members. Red’s output
started lacking in quality and quantity after the election, which would have gummed up the
production pipeline if unchecked. Their home life had become untenable for them to be able to
handle the stresses of the project and their regular day job. After some communications back and
forth on the issue that continued into December, I had to meet with them one-on-one to discuss
the issues they were having. They decided to remove themselves from the project to focus on
improving their home life situation and their regular day job. Unfortunately, this meant I had to
scramble in December to hire another background artist to pick up the slack in the pipeline, but it
was a necessary action that needed to happen for the film to succeed. Besides the unfortunate
problems with Red, the month of December brought the first real testing of the pipeline, as I
handed over my first keyframed shots to my assistant animator. Paige was able to take the
keyframes handed to her and interpret the motion in between with a fair degree of accuracy. I had
minimal corrections that needed to be made, which made me very pleased with how the pipeline
was shaping up. I had another  deadline to meet coming up on December 15th, where I needed to
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have the revised animatic assembled, so that I could start hammering away at what would end up
as the final version of the film.
December was a busy month for both productivity on the animation side, as well as
organizational work on the managerial side. The updated version of the film needed to be put
together, so I set out on correcting the timing of the elements we planned on changing. My audio
team was able to quickly assemble scratch sound for the film, and combined it to match up with
the visuals. The process didn't take long and I thought about getting a critique on the film from
sources unrelated to my project. I reached out to three other individuals who I knew would give
me honest opinions of the film. They included a fellow animator, a computer science major, and
an IT specialist.  I received a wide range of feedback about my film, but an overall positive
reaction to the work as a whole. A few elements popped up through review that stood out to
everyone. A gunshot from the truck driver made no sense for the scene, and the planned “bear
attack” scene didn't fit with the narrative of the film. Originally, the climax of the film where the
wolf cub is struck by a vehicle ended with a gunshot towards the mother as she dragged her child
into the woods. It was meant to imply an extra level of animosity from humanity towards the
ecosystem, but a general consensus was that it came off as hoaky and excessive. By simply
removing the gunshot, we maintained the emotion of the scene without making  the motorist too
evil.  The other scene that had to be reviewed was  where the mother and child are playing
together before encountering a bear that goes to attack the child before the mother steps in to
save them. The critique we received was that the scene felt more like “nature versus nature” than
“nature versus humanity,” and it broke from the rest of the story. In the subsequent team meeting
following the 15th, we brainstormed alternatives to  the bear attack scene. Introducing passive
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yet apparent effects of humanity on the wolves' lives was needed. This eventually became the
logging scene with the animal traps, seen in the finished film. The end of the month was spent
editing and re-working the story based on the feedback received. With the holiday season coming
up, I gave the team a week off from work. I traveled to visit family for the last week of
December, and experienced car troubles getting back home on time. This led to a four-day delay
into January, but gave me time to start communicating with possible candidates for the positions
I needed to fill.
January was the month of interviews, milestones, and finalization of the story. I needed to
fill the background artist slot left by Red leaving the project and the colorist slot left by Cacuu.
By the end of the month, we had almost 40% of the film fully animated, but the ink and
colorwork needed was piling up. I had interviewed five different artists who were interested in
positions on the team. One of them - who prefers to go by the name Crunchy - was
recommended to me by a friend who vouched for their work. They indeed had exceptional
artwork capabilities and seemed enthusiastic about the project so I gave them a test file. They
completed it with flying colors and so I offered the position to them. They accepted and I
brought them onto the team as my colorist, a decision that would ultimately prove to be the
wrong one. On the other hand, from the remaining artists I had interviewed, I found a talented
artist named Dillon Ryan. who had never worked on an animated project before. He had shown
an interest in filling the missing background artist slot and seemed enthusiastic enough during his
interview that I brought him onto the team as well. The decision saved me the trouble of having
to do another round of interviews, and allowed me to focus more on the actual film. Based on
where we were in the production timeline, I decided to cut another scene from the film when I
realized we wouldn't have the time to complete it within the remaining allotted time. It was a
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chase scene between the cub and a rabbit through a snowy landscape, bounding through marked
trails and over gravel roads, but the total work required to add it would have been too much. A
consistent theme of compromise tended to hit the project from this point onward.
February was intended to be when a large chunk of the ink and color backlog should have
been handled. As Paige and I worked through the rest of the animation I handed off five shots to
Crunchy that were meant to be handled before our bi-weekly meeting. Time went on through the
month and I didn’t receive the files by the expected deadline. The excuse I received at the time
was that they were in the process of moving and could not effectively do the required work at
that time. I considered that understandable and manageable at the time, as I did end up receiving
the files by the end of the month. The background team was able to finish up all the sketches at
this time as well, and started transitioning into making the finalized versions for the film. This
allowed me to clean up the last few shots that needed animation as we moved into March. As a
whole, the month of February was uneventful compared to other months; just a solid chunk of
progress on most fronts. By the end of the month, the entire film was keyframed, the audio team
had a finalized version of the animatic to work on, and the backgrounds were being produced.
By contrast, March was a month of turmoil and managerial decision-making that led to
further team shakeups, as well as additional small cuts to the film. I started the month by
organizing voice actor applications for the audio wrapping with Arthur, my sound designer. We
put out a call for applications where the actors would submit test audio for Jarrod, Arthur, and I
to determine our candidates. It was a month-long process of passing around the casting call,
collecting responses, and going through all the submissions we had for the parts. The team
decided on 2 candidates - Patrick Mealey and Alexander Doddy - who we felt fit the role and
reached out to them to set up recording sessions: one for the mother wolf and one for the cub,
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based on the inflection and tone the actors were able to hit. Recording sessions were scheduled
with the actors based on availability. Those sessions would take place in mid-April but it was
important to have that locked down before it was too late to get it done properly. The month of
March also brought a mad scramble to assemble additional team members. At the beginning of
the month, I had handed Crunchy 10 files out of the remaining 92 to work through, with the
understanding that they would have a two-week turnaround deadline lining up with the meetings.
They did not however meet this deadline. In the end, I did not receive those files until the second
week in April, and found out they were not committing the proper time to their work on the
project. I would eventually confront Crunchy about this for a third and final time in April but I
had known by the second week of March that I was going to need more colorists to take over
their workload and help push the project to the finish line. I discussed the issue with Jarrod at
length and sent out messages about an emergency artist hire for the remaining month and a half I
would have. As luck would have it, I found two people -Bruna Texieira and Kadith( who’s real
name will stay anonymous)- who were excited and enthusiastic about working on the project.
Both tested well on the practice files I shared with them, and I brought them onto the team
immediately to pick up the slack that was being left by Crunchy. They started working on the
project in the third week in March, and within days of handing off shots to them I would get
them back completed with minimal (if any) issues that needed correction. The decision to hire
them made all the difference between being able to finish the project on time or completely
missing the final deadline. Within a week, I had bounced from 10% of the film inked and colored
to 23%. The productivity was satisfactory for the remaining time; however, I needed to allocate
additional personal funds in order to cover the cost of hiring. A problem I would have to deal
with after the finished film was handed in was that in order to afford the additional personnel, I
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needed to take on a series of art commissions that I would have to work on through the month of
May. Paige and I finished in-betweening everything, which was later than I had expected but
much of my time in March was spent dealing with all the team issues mentioned above.
However, this allowed me to start  April off fresh, and work along with Kadith and Bruna on
finishing the film.
Through April,  the production side was driven simply by hammering through the frames
to get everything inked. Each week, the three of us completed between 15% and 25% of the
film’s remaining ink and color work. The team was cutting it close on being able to reach our
May deadline but we were able to achieve it. The organization and handing out of files was the
biggest challenge of the month. Every shot being different, having different lengths, and a
different number of drawn frames, I needed to assess each file individually in order to dole out
equal workloads to the three of us. Not doing so would have put an undue workload on one
individual artist, and would have slowed the overall production. I needed consistency over bursts
of work coming back at the same time as I had started transitioning into post-production work. I
would actively drop the finished shots into the animatic file as the film started to come together,
in earnest. Production continued smoothly throughout the month but I had the issue with
Crunchy to finally take care of. After discussing back and forth with my assistant producer,
colleagues, and professors, I decided to fire Crunchy for not following up on the workload I was
giving them in a reasonable time. Through the exit interview that I conducted, I determined that
the reason for their unsatisfactory performance in completing their assigned work was a lack of
self discipline. They simply could not get themselves to do the work they were given over other
projects in their life. Luckily I had only paid Crunchy the initial amount they were promised, so I
was able to transfer the remaining funds that they would have gotten to Kadith and Bruna.
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Throughout the time that Crunchy was supposedly working on the project, they repeatedly asked
about the money even though we had discussed in the contract that it would be given out once
the work had been returned to me. Hence why I still had money left over that was still allocated
to them after I had released them from the project.
April also kept The audio team exceptionally busy, as we had to conduct the recording
sessions with the voice actors before the final mixing could take place. On the second and third
Saturdays of the month, we hopped in a Discord call with the talent at their home setups and
recorded through a long-distance ADR session. I updated the animatic with as many of the shots
as I could, prior to the sessions, so that I could not only hand over a nearly complete film to the
audio team for final mixing, but also to have a visual reference  for the actors to work off of for
proper timing. The audio for the sessions was routed from each actor’s feed into a file on their
machine and to the Discord call. That audio was picked up by Arthur’s system, which controlled
the playback function on the video live back towards the actor. This would allow the timing
beeps for the actor to be accurate to their screen and audio, even in this remote setup. The
recordings would be transferred live with each take into a ProTools session made by Arthur,
which would feed back to me for quality assurance on each take. This system worked well for all
parties involved and smoothed out some of the communication between the talent and our team.
The background team handed me all the finished backgrounds in the third week. The remaining
backgrounds we were waiting on were ones that did not tie to the animation of the shot involved.
The month ended with a final push to the finish line at the start of May
Production ended the first day of May as I was handed the final few files I was waiting on
from my color team. As a whole, I was consumed with finalizing the version of the film I would
submit for screening.  With production concluded, we only had post-production to finish.
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Post-Production
The post-production had started during the second week in April and carried on until the
3rd of May. During this time I applied visual effects elements to multiple parts of the film which
were pre-composited within each shot. There are two scenes that take place in the winter during
a building snowstorm. In order to achieve this effect, I created a singular snowflake with
transparency to use as the particle for an emitter. The direction would change from shot to shot
but as time went on through the scene, the rate of emission increased. The shots needed to sit in a
3D Space whiting After Effects for added depth and believability to the snowfall so it would fall
in front and behind the characters
Figure 9. Snowfall Particle Example
Figure 10. Snowfall scene 7
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Earlier in the film, there is a waterfall that needed to be actively flowing for it to make
sense in the scene. The background team kept the texture layers separate from the flats of the
image, this allowed me to reconstruct the waterfall in After Effects and create a continual flow of
water. By replicating the texture and placing them out of view, and masking the water flat with
feathered edges, it simulates movement of water without having to move the flats at all. A few
mist clouds timed with the flow at the base of the waterfall helped hide the vanishing point of the
texture.
Figure 11. Waterfall
To amplify  the storybook feeling, a paper texture was added to the characters throughout
the film. By luma-matting the texture to the character animation, I could overlay the texture onto
the drawings without having to hand paint them on each character.
The last Visual effect element I needed to generate involved lighting. Car headlights were
needed for a shot where a vehicle was traveling at high speed around a snowy corner, to achieve
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this look, I placed a spotlight with varying intensity in the scene, and moved it in front of the
animation of the lights before dropping it back behind the animation to keep the lights grounded
with the headlights drawn on the car.
Figure 12. Car headlights on snowbank
Once I had all the visual elements together I exported the video over to Premiere Pro to
add the audio. The final mix was handed over to me on the 1st of May, and lined up perfectly
with the film. With the credits and necessary elements added the film was ready for screening.
Audience reaction:
The day of the screening was surreal by comparison to previous shows I've attended. Not
only due to the mixed viewing on Zoom and in-person due to COVID, but the conclusion of a
year-long project into a finished film. The film directors were on the Zoom call in order to
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facilitate communication and discussion of the films with both sections. I was nervous, not only
about showing my film, but also talking about something that I had dedicated a year of my life
to. The computer-screen  disconnect from the audience felt natural enough to me, as I would
typically spend most days sitting in Discord calls with people. Still,  the added element of the
presentation made my heart race. So much so, that during my post screening talk, I could barely
deliver my artist statement in full. Doubling back on parts that I had accidentally skipped as I
spoke and ad-libbing connective elements that looped back to my original topic. The film was
met with a positive response from the audience and the storyline pleased some of the professors.
I garnered the reaction that I was hoping for from my audience as it had clearly touched them,
emotionally, to see what my two characters had to go through. The inclusion of the conservation
data and current ecological situation truly helped ground the film back into our reality as a story
that could very well have happened. There were comments about the level of polish to the film
before sending it out to festivals as some of the transitions could be improved before submission.
Variety of musical backing was another critique I received but the audience and professors were
engaged with the film during the discussion section and showed curiosity about the human effect
on wolf ecology. The story was also praised for not pulling any punches as one professor stated,
“Thank god you killed the kid so we didn't get a Disney-style ending”.
Looking back at  the four aspects I wanted to achieve with this film, I believe I hit the
mark. I was able to produce a film with my best animation work, together with a team that I
managed, expressing two topics that are close to my heart and deeply personal in a satisfying
manner. The resulting animation work from my research on wolf movement, the rotation of
camera and character, and the expressions displayed on the characters' faces show the level of
animation work I am able to achieve. My team worked exceptionally well together, and with a
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few executive decisions, we were able to create a great film that I feel reached my goals as an
animator.
Conclusion:
With the film completed, I believe it will go on to do great things for not only myself,
but my teammates as well. Currently, it has been submitted to over 20 film festivals, and is being
judged for consideration as of this writing. I'm still waiting to hear back from most of them. My
plan is to try and enter a few festivals to garner the laurels from the process before I post it on
my portfolio site. I've already clipped elements from it for my demo reel, and have it front and
center as the crown jewel of my work. My assistant animator has used clips from it in their demo
reel and they have already landed a job as an animator because of it. My assistant producer has
taken the production pipeline we developed and is using it in the process of game creation, as he
is working on an indie development at this time. My communications with Dillon, My
replacement background artist, recently have shown they’ve developed a newfound confidence
in their artwork which has improved their work. Overall, the team members have all benefited
from the production of the film. This film helped express some of the emotional turmoil I have
dealt with in my life, and was incredibly therapeutic to work through. I believe that my
emotional struggles with self and my relationship to the world will always be shifting, but this
project was the exact outlet I needed. Knowing that I can work through some internal struggles
by expressing them in a physical medium is a lesson I will hold dear throughout my career as an
artist.
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As far as the Managerial aspect of my film is concerned, the experience felt exactly as I
thought it would. I had to take on the responsibility of the group as a whole, and the success of
the team was dependent on how well I organized everyone. I had to make hiring and firing
decisions based on individual performance, all while balancing a project budget to the best of my
capabilities. It came naturally to me, and was ultimately easy to manage even though it could be
highly stressful at times. I can see myself in the future in a management position, and being
comfortable with that responsibility again. I definitely feel that character animation above all
facets of the craft is my strongest skill as an artist. I am able to research motions and replicate
them with a fair level of accuracy, I understand how to plan out and execute dynamic movements
and difficult to animate shots, and I know how to break down a character into its individual
elements for ease of animation and posing. I plan to put these skills to use in my future career in
the industry. Working in the political and worldly environment that I had to through this project
added an extra level of complexity and difficulty to my production and mental state throughout
the year. The fact that I was able to successfully produce a film with a team I managed that
received the reaction that it did is something I am proud of, and will continue to use as a source









Logline: A mother wolf raises a cub through a harsh year only to lose her child to the
encroachment of humanity.
Treatment:
The midday sun shines through cumulus clouds, reflecting off of the verdant green canopy of the
seemingly endless forest. Beyond the slight gaps between the leaves lies a small clearing, flowers
dotting the forest floor and blooming anew. Coiled up against the base of a tree a mother wolf
nurses a single newborn cub. Panting and droopy eyed the mother checks over her child and
brushes her nose on the back of the cub's neck. Other wolves move about in the background as
the mother coils up around her child and falls asleep.
A butterfly slowly floats down to land on a rock. A set of blue eyes observe the butterfly through
the grass. Pouncing at the butterfly the cub is unable to pin it as the insect takes flight. Stumbling
along after it, the cub leaps at the butterfly. The butterfly gets caught mid-flight by the mouth of
the mother. Leaning down and releasing the butterfly from her grasp, the cub resumes its chase
of the butterfly. The mother walks away and comes back with a deer leg, placing it on the ground
and barking towards her cub. The cub walks over and joins its mother where they both start
eating. In the background, a car drives on a dirt road in the distance, kicking up dust.
The sound of cicadas and running water can be heard through the underbrush of the forest. The
cub, having grown slightly in size, pushes through the bushes and trots out into the mud of a
riverbank. Turning and yipping back towards the tree-line, the cub starts to dip a paw into the
flowing water. The mother wolf steps over the bushes and joins her child at the riverbank. The
cub bats at the water and watches it ripple and splash as the mother lays down. The cub swipes at
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the river a few times before splashing water towards its mother. The mother jolts up and splashes
the cub back as they bound up and down the riverbank.
While running along the riverbank the cub focuses towards its mother and runs into the backside
of a brown bear. The Bear jolts up from its meal and looks down at the cub as the cub tries to
stand up after the tumble. Growling, the bear lifts a paw and swipes at the cub. The mother wolf
runs up and stands in between the bear and her child, snarling and showing her teeth. The bear,
towering over the mother, takes another swipe and catches the mother wolf in the face, as
howling and barking can be heard in the distance. The bear looks towards the tree-line as the
mother wolf grabs her child by the nape of its neck and darts back into the underbrush. Setting
her child down and examining the cub from top to bottom over and over again, the cub places a
paw on its mothers' nose. The mother looks back towards the bear to see two wolves biting at the
bear. The sounds of conflict can be heard in the background as the mother and child head deeper
into the tree-line.
Snowfall reflects off of a rabbit's eye as it chews on grass. Dirt and gravel shuffle under the cub's
paw as the rabbit perks up and holds in place. The child slowly places its other paw forward and
steps down on a twig, it snaps. The rabbit darts off and the cub, which has grown, follows with
haste. A chase through snowy underbrush ends when the rabbit slips under a log and out of sight.
The cub looks around the area and tilts its ears in different directions, a snap and a yelp can be
heard in the distance. The cub turns to look in the direction of the sound. The mother wolf walks
up to the child with the rabbit in its mouth. Placing the rabbit down in front of her child, the cub
begins to eat as the mother wolf turns back towards the tree-line. The cub stops eating and looks
up towards its mother, letting out a yelp. The mother huffs and continues forward, the child
resumes eating.
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The mother walks through the dark forest and stops abruptly, dipping low to the ground the
sound of a twig snapping can be heard. A deer sniffs at the ground and chomps down on a plant,
lifting its head up and scanning the area as it eats. The mother wolf bares her teeth as artificial
light from headlights shine through the trees. The Deer darts off and the mother stands back up,
following the lights through the trees. The wolf reaches the edge of a cliff and looks down the
cliff face, the car drives down a road and stops in front of a construction site illuminated by
floodlights. Scanning back and forth over the scene, the sound of a stomach grumbling can be
heard. The mother wolf turns back to the tree-line and heads into the underbrush.
Hooves rapidly beat against snow followed by the beating of multiple paws against the same. A
deer runs through the trees as the mother and child wolves give chase. The tree-line opens up to a
field as the wolves run side by side after the fleeing deer. Tires spin over snowy gravel as an
engine revs up taking a curve around a rocky outcrop. The deer runs up an embankment on the
other side of the field and continues across a gravel road. The wolves follow up the embankment
as the deer makes it to the other side of the road. The mother wolf darts forward towards the
deer, the child follows behind as headlights turn around the corner. As mother wolf reaches the
other side of the road the sounds of tires screeching, gravels spitting, and a loud thud stop her in
her tracks as she turns back towards her child. The child lays on the ground in the middle of the
road whimpering in pain as the car comes to a halt. The mother wolf runs over towards its child
as the car door opens wide and a boot steps down onto the gravel. Upon hearing this the mother
wolf stands between the driver and her child, the man now towering over the wolf, his hands up
and slowly moving towards the child the sound of a heartbeat intensifies. The mother wolf grits
her teeth, the sound of the child's painful whimper pierces the silence. The mother wolf looks
back at her child pauses then grabs her child by the neck and dashes into the woods.
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Placing the child against a tree the mother scampers looking up and down her child's broken
body. The sounds of a heartbeat and pain-stricken whimpers can be heard through raspy
breathing. The Child attempts to pick itself up as the mother stumbles back and forth around her
child poking at them with her nose. The mother stares down at her child as the whimpers get
louder and louder. The mother wolf curls up around her child and brushes her nose against its
neck the whimpers start to quiet and slow until the heartbeat stops. Snow piles up around the
mother and child as a howl echoes through the forest.
The midday sun shines through the forest canopy, flowers begin to bloom as the mother wolf
walks with her pack in between the trees. Stepping over a bush she stops and stares at the now
paved road before her. Her eyes dart over the road before the sound of a whimper breaks her
concentration. She turns around back towards the forest to see another female wolf playing with
her newborn cubs. The mother wolf looks at the ground and lowers her tail starting to walk back
to join her pack. A butterfly flutters down before her and lands on a rock, pausing she watches it
before it takes off back up into the canopy. The sounds of a car driving by reveals a broad picture
of the forest which has been surrounded by constructions sites and a small town.
Themes: Humanity's expansion always comes with a cost, and that loss is permanent.
Rationale: I wanted to visualize the loss of something pivotal to your identity through the lens of nature.
That we are ephemeral and we live through our trauma. I’m basing this off of metaphorical
representations of events in my own life. These interpretations relate to motherhood, and my own ability
to do so being beyond reach. This along with a loss of innocence to the cruel reality of the universe. By
using wolves (a borderline endangered species) to tell this story of loss and contrasting it with the
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encroachment of humanity into their domain I hope to send a clear message about the importance of
nature's preservation.
This story can only be told through animation because the act of using live animals to tell it would be
hypocritical of the message the film is trying to send. It would be humanity interacting with nature to try
to tell the dangers of humanity interacting with nature.
Vision: I envision my film to be a 2D, character based narrative animation. It would have no dialogue and
be focused on the expressions and acting of the characters.
Stylistically, all characters would be thin lined, or line-less in design. Animal characters would be realistic
in proportion with augmented features for heightened expression. Human characters and buildings would
have pushed proportions for contrast between nature and humanity.
The backgrounds would be digitally painted, with graphic symbolism.
I am taking design influence from Cartoon Saloon’s Song of the Sea.
The project would utilize TVPAINT for animations and effects. Cartoon Saloon utilities the painting




From the beginning I am organizing this as a team project with myself as the Creative source, Director,
Producer, Head Animator, and Editor. I am in the process of assembling a paid team of one additional
animator to cover in-betweens and some effects work, two color specialists, and two background artists. I
have a perspective sound designer and a composer lined up for this project.
Contingency:
The team is necessary for this project because of the scope of the work. The animation alone will take up
most of my semesters. Having an organized team to help cover the time consuming work will allow me to




Secondary animator 0 2000
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Colorists 1 1400








TVPAINT x4 1 copy 1774.58
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Adobe Creative cloud 1 39.99
TOTAL: 7214.57
Timeline and plan: start May 2020 end May 2021
The timeline for the project can be split into four distinct sections. Research and Assembly,
Pre-production, Production, and Post-production.
Research and Assembly will begin in May of 2020 and run until late August 2020.
During this time, I will be completing anatomical studies of Canines, Deer, Rabbits and Bears. I
have already started collecting literature on animal anatomy and have contacted local animal shelters to
set up time where I can come and sketch some of the dogs. I intend to gain in depth knowledge of how
these animals move and how they interact with one another. This will be necessary to understand so that
the animations will have accuracy.
This will also be the time where interviews will be conducted for the team members and acquire
the funding for the project. I will be applying for grants but if I cannot secure the funding through grants,
I will fund this out of pocket. I am also looking into crowdfunding the project.
I will be researching character design that falls within the scope of the project. Test materials will
be created
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Preproduction will begin Late August 2020 and run until late September2020
During this time, I will be generating character designs and working with the background artists
to develop preliminary concepts for the environments. Animatic will be produced for timing purposes.
Group critique will be conducted and check-ins with my adviser will verify the work and direction.
Production begins October 2020 and runs until March 2021
Shots will be animated by myself and my secondary animator, passed over to the colorists, then
recollected and stored for composite during Post-production. Animatic will be updated every 3 weeks
with completed shots. Composer and sound designer will be updated on the animatic.
Post-Production begins March 2021 and runs until late April 2021
Finished animatic will be produced and reviewed to verify all shots, revisions to animations
would be made at this time if necessary. Animation will be compiled and exported.
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